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Introduction

1. In 1999 activity of MAP Russia and its Regional Offices aimed at enhancing the effectiveness of
state antimonopoly regulation, fostering competitive environment, supporting entrepreneurship,
overcoming regional separatism, strengthening state regulation of natural monopolies as well as state
control of the observance of antimonopoly legislation, and advertising consumers’ rights protection
legislation. To accomplish these tasks in the administrative units of the RF, 70 Regional Offices were
established within the organisational structure of MAP Russia; thirteen of them fulfilling their functions in
two or more administrative units of the Russian Federation.

2. In 1999 market reforms proceeded in conditions of revival of production and trade in some of the
economic sectors against the backdrop of a weakening Ruble and growing world oil prices. Among
positive elements of 1999 we can mention nearly the double increase in foreign trade balance, relatively
low annual inflation, and the start of economic restructuring in favour of manufacturing industries. At the
same time the investment capacity of many enterprises and the purchasing power of large segments of
population still remain limited, which tends to hold up the development of competition in the economy.
Simultaneously, large-scale processes of economic concentration are in place, in many cases of a
concealed character, through complex interrelationships between economic entities. The year 1999 saw the
strengthening recurrence of monopolistic price policy in metallurgy, oil refining and some commodity
sectors. These developments introduce significant changes into the state antimonopoly policy, activity in
support of business and regulation of sphere of natural monopolies.

3. Effective accomplishment of functions vested in MAP Russia is linked directly with the
appropriate legal background. The legal framework regulating the competitive relations in real and
financial sectors of economy, protection of consumers’ rights and advertising activities includes:

- in the field of state policy of fostering competitiveness and commodities markets, as well as
prevention, limitation and  suppression of monopolistic activity and unfair competition – RF
Law “On competition and limitation of monopolistic activity on commodity markets”
(adopted in 1991, amended in 1995 and 1998);

- in the field of state regulation and control of activities of  natural monopolies in the fields of
communication and transport - the federal Act "On natural monopolies " (adopted in 1995);

- in the field of antimonopoly control over financial markets, as well as over futures and
optional contracts on the stock market - the Federal Act "On protection of competition on the
financial services market" (adopted in 1999);

- in the field of state support of small & medium size enterprises - the Federal Law "On state
support of small business in Russian Federation " (adopted in 1995);
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- in the field of regulation of establishment and operation of commodity exchanges, exchange
trade and legal guarantees for activity on commodity exchanges - the RF Law "On
commodity exchanges and exchange trade" (adopted in 1992, amended in 1993, 1995);

- in the field of regulation of relations arising during production, location and dissemination of
advertising in the product markets, works and services of Russian Federation - the Federal
Act "On advertising" (adopted in 1995);

- in the field of protection of consumers' rights – RF Law "On protection of consumers' rights"
(adopted in 1992, amended in 1996, 1999).

4. The Report contains an overview of the basic changes in Russia’s Competition law, information
on the practical implementation of antimonopoly legislation, examples of cases considered by
antimonopoly authorities involving the most typical and widespread violations of antimonopoly legislation
as well as the future activity perspectives of antimonopoly authorities.

I. Changes in competition policy

1. Changing the competition legislation

5. In 1999 subsequent amendments to the legislative framework providing the basis for the conduct
of state competition and entrepreneurial policy were introduced as an important element of the adequate
transformation of this policy. In December 1999 the Federal Act "On amendments to article 18 of the RF
Law "On competition and limitation of monopolistic activity on product markets" was adopted. The article
18 of the RF Law "On competition and limitation of monopolistic activity on product markets" provides
for state control over observance of antimonopoly legislation in course of acquisition of stocks (shares) in
the original capital of commercial organisations and other cases. The accepted amendments aim at
strengthening antimonopoly control over mergers and acquisitions and secure the provision of
antimonopoly authorities with information about sources, conditions of acquirement and volume of
resources necessary for such transactions. The amendments provide moreover for the deadlines to be met
by antimonopoly authorities in the review of transaction (1 year). The amendment to Article 18 of the Law
“On competition…” aims at preventing illegal economic concentration through fictitious persons,
including through offshore companies.

6. One ought to take a special note of the adoption of the Federal Act "On protection of competition
on the financial services market" of 23.06.99 No. 117-FZ. The law provides for principles, norms and
procedures of antimonopoly regulation in banking and insurance spheres as well as on securities markets,
and substantially widens the possibilities of antimonopoly control of the financial markets. The law
establishes legal norms, the application of which enables the antimonopoly authorities to determine the
possible anti-competitive consequences of transactions. It foresees the control of horizontal, vertical or
other links of all participants to the transaction and, on this basis, adopting decisions against ungrounded
economic concentration on the market of financial services. In course of implementation of the Federal
Law “On protection of competition on the financial services market" on 07.03.2000 the RF Government
adopted the Decision No. 194 "On conditions of antimonopoly control over financial services market and
approval of methodology for determining the turnover and borderlines of financial services rendered by
financial organisations”. Several other methodological documents and recommendations were also issued.

7. New normative legal acts were adopted, having a direct relationship to the accomplishment of
entrepreneurial policy. These include:
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8. The Federal Program of state support of small business of the Russian Federation for 2000-2001
(adopted by the RF Duma in April 2000). The Program aims at normative legal support of small & medium
size enterprises, development of progressive financial technologies of support of SMEs, implementation of
priority development areas of SMEs. That includes creation of jobs and support of import substituting
production, enhanced effectiveness of use of the created infrastructure of support of SMEs and information
systems, scientific-methodological and human resources back-up of SMEs, interaction with mass media
and propaganda of entrepreneurial activity.

9. The decree of RF Government of 31.12.99 No. 460 "On the complex of measures on
development and state support of small enterprises in the sphere of material production and assistance to
innovation activity ". The decree determines the priority branches.

10. The careful consideration of MAP Russia was also given to the improvement of normative legal
framework of state regulation of natural monopolies in the fields of communication and transport (decrees
of Government of Russian Federation, departmental normative acts).

2. Other relevant measures

11. MAP Russia ensures  active interaction with judicial authorities, including prosecutor’s office and
courts dealing with violations of the antimonopoly legislation, with executive and legislative authorities of
the administrative units of the Russian Federation and local administrations. A report was prepared on
operation of MAP Russia identifying facts of illicit interference of state authorities and their officials in
economic activity of enterprises. The report was presented to the Ministry of Justice of the Russian
Federation for the RF Government information. Recommendations were prepared and forwarded to
territorial antimonopoly authorities on implementation of consumers’ rights protection competence in
courts of general jurisdiction. According to the decree of the RF Government of 19.07.99 No. 829 "On the
declaration of the R.F. Government and Central Bank of Russia on the policy of development for the
purposes of the third loan on structural modification of economy and planed measures of their
implementation", a Report was prepared and submitted to the Government of the Russian Federation "On
economic policy measures aimed at decreasing anti-competitive horizontal and vertical integration and
integration on the key markets of specific goods and geographical markets in industry and in the
infrastructural monopolies sector".

12. The RF Government decree "On approval of the status of the RF Ministry for antimonopoly
policy and support of entrepreneurship" was adopted on 12.07.99 No. 793 determining the tasks and
functions of the Ministry, its rights and also the rights of the Minister, organisation of activities of the
managing collegiate bodies, and organisational questions of the Ministry activity.

3. Legislative changes proposals of the RF Government

13. A number of draft laws for the purposes of improving the legal framework for the
accomplishment of the antimonopoly policy, state regulation of natural monopolies in transport and
communications, support of business, conduct of state consumer policy and control over advertising
activity is being currently elaborated by MAP Russia acting in concert with appropriate federal executive
authorities. In particular, the following draft laws are being prepared for submission to the Government (or
have been already passed to the State Duma):

- the draft Federal Law "On amendments to the Law of Russian Federation “On competition
and limitation of monopolistic activity on goods markets” (provides for improvement of
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monopolistic prices and anti-competitive agreements revealing procedure, reinforcement of
measures against abuse of antimonopoly law as well as increased responsibility for violation
of antimonopoly legislation);

- the draft Federal Law "On amendments to the Law of Russian Federation "On commodity
exchanges and exchange trade " (provides for vesting in the RF Government the rights to
determine the list, the share and exchanges authorised to trade in strategic kinds of production
vital for the economic security of the country (through the system of exchange trade);

- the draft Federal Law on “Exchanges and exchange activity” (changes the approach to the
state regulation of exchange activities, clarifies the licensing rules for exchange activity,
defines the list and share of obligatory realisation through the exchange of some types of
strategic goods (oil and oil products, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, grain and grain
products, timber, sugar, etc.);

- the draft Federal Law "On amendments to the Federal Law "On advertising" (the
amendments aim at increased efficiency of State control on advertising activity);

- the draft Federal Law "On amendments to the Federal Law "On State support of small
business in the Russian Federation" (the draft aims at clarification of definition parameters of
a SME, completion of the rules of state aids for SMEs, and improvement of interactions
within the state aids system for small business);

- the draft Federal Law "On amendments to the Federal Law "On natural monopolies"
(provides for extension and clarification of the fields of the Law application, clarification of
the concept of natural monopoly, introduction of rules regulating local natural monopolies,
and extension of methods of price regulation on different natural monopolies);

- conclusions have already been prepared for the draft Federal Laws "On amendments to the
Federal Law "On federal railway transport", "On seaports of the Russian Federation", "On
direct mixed (combined) transportation", aiming at improving the regulation of economic
activity of natural monopolies.

II. Implementation of competition policy

1. Actions aimed at suppression of anti-competitive practices, including abuse of dominant
position and collusion

14. Violations stemming from abuse of dominant position are the most widespread phenomena on
the Russian markets, amounting - in 1999 - to 46 per cent of the total number of applications considered (in
1998 - 42 per cent). In 1999 prevention and suppression of cases of monopolistic activity of economic
entities was considerably extended. The central office of MAP Russia and its regional offices considered
about 2100 cases (both on the basis of the complaints and on their own authority), involving violations of
article 5 of the Federal Law “On competition…” (abuse of dominant position) The violations were
confirmed in 1026 cases. Out of these, 48 per cent of violations were settled by mutual agreement, and in
538 cases (52 per cent) the legal proceedings were initiated.

15. Most of the complaints on abuse of dominant position have still concerned the following markets:
electricity and heat energy, gas, oil and petroleum, communication, railway transport, air transport and
airports. Among cases reviewed under article 5 of the Law "On competition…" there was 47per cent
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increase (over 1998) in the number of complaints concerning withdrawal of the goods from the market to
create a shortage and 58per cent increase in the number of violations of the established pricing criteria.

16. Samara Regional Office of MAP Russia has considered a case on infringement of Article 5 of the
Law "On competition…" by a municipal enterprise of water supply and sewerage disposal of the town of
Syzran (hereinafter - Enterprise), which obligated its customers - physical persons - to install the water
meters and indicated the place of the purchase of the meters - only in the “Leader” shop. Such actions of
the dominant economic entity infringed the interests of citizens, and also restricted competition on the
retail market of water meters of Syzran. The practices constituted violations of Article 5 of the Law "On
competition…" The Enterprise was instructed to relinquish the practices of demanding the obligatory
installation of water meters and purchasing them in the specified shop. The instruction was complied with.

17. In September 1999 the Stavropol Regional office of MAP Russia, referring to violation of
paragraph 1 of Article 5 of the Law "On competition…", instituted the legal proceeding against "Ipatov
Meat and Chicken Plant” Company for applying monopolistic prices, violation of legal pricing rules
regime and imposing unfavourable contract conditions. The "Ipatov” Company owns a 455 m long railway
access, which is used by other five economic entities. Since July, 1999 the Company significantly
increased the rail tariffs per car. Analysis of the financial documents has shown that the tariff costs
calculations were exaggerated. After being instructed to terminate the violation of antimonopoly
legislation, the Company reconsidered the per car tariffs in accordance with the pricing rules regime in this
branch. Now the tariff is 450 roubles, which is only half the original price.

18. During the period at issue, much attention was given to stabilising the state of affairs on the
market of oil and oil products in the Russian Federation and curbing the rise in prices for the goods in
question. Violations of antimonopoly legislation were identified in some of the RF administrative units and
appropriate measures were taken to halt the infringements (at the same time, identified and terminated
were the violations of legislation on the consumers' rights protection, and tax and licensing legislation in
some of the RF administrative units). The completion of comprehensive controls of the oil products
markets was significantly complicated by the limited human resources of the antimonopoly authorities as
well as the lack of a system protecting the staff from illegal actions and criminal infringements.

19. Not all the cases of oil price increases by the economic entities can be considered as violations of
antimonopoly legislation. The necessary prerequisites for such a consideration are: a) a dominant position
on the relevant market of the economic entity increasing the price or b) or a significant share on the
relevant market obtained by the parties to the setting (maintaining) prices agreement. The results of the oil
price verification demonstrated that at issue in many cases are the possible anti-competitive price collusion
practices.

20. The legal practice under Article 6 (competition restricting agreements) of the Law "On
competition…" has extended (120 per cent by 1998) though the number of the reviewed competition
restricting agreements cases is still insignificant. In 1999, 69 cases were examined under Article 6 of the
Law "On competition”. Violations were confirmed in 49 cases, in 41 cases legal proceedings were
instituted. 26 decisions were undertaken, and in 15 cases the proceeding was terminated.

21. Under Article 6, a growth in the number of cases of illegal setting (maintenance) of prices
(tariffs), discounts, refusals to deal with certain consumers, and illegal agreements of non-competing
economic entities can be observed. Serious problems arise in course of collection of monopolistic activity
evidence, especially in cases of concealed anti-competitive agreements, since this requires operational-
investigation activities, which do not fall within the competence of MAP Russia. To reach effective
application of Article 6 of the Law "On competition…" in 1999 regional offices of MAP Russia conducted
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controls of activities of economic entities with respect to anti-competitive agreements and collusions. 200
controls were conducted, and 34 legal proceedings were initiated as a result.

22. South-Siberian regional office of MAP Russia instituted the legal proceeding under Article 6 of
the Law "On competition…" for a simultaneous price increase on the market of retail trade of oil products
in Krasnoyarsk in May, 1999 by 76 owners of gas stations. On 01.06.99 in Krasnoyarsk territory the
surcharge to the wholesale price for AI92 gasoline exceeded 100 per cent and to the price of •I80 gasoline
- 90 per cent. In June a simultaneous rise of retail prices in all gas stations took place. The simultaneous
price rise in all Krasnoyarsk gas stations allows qualifying the operations of the gas stations owners as
monopolistic collusion aiming at establishment and maintenance of uniform prices with the purpose of
gaining excessive profits. In course of the proceeding the fact of violation of paragraph 1 of Article 6 of the
Law "On competition" was confirmed. The commission established that 25 economic entities competing
on the market of retail sales of petroleum in Krasnoyarsk and having a 35 per cent aggregate share of retail
sales of gasoline •I-76, 80, •I-92, 93 acted aiming at establishment and maintenance of high prices for the
said gasoline marks.

23. The fact of co-ordinated activities in establishment and maintenance of the prices can be
confirmed by the simultaneous increase (establishment) of prices and maintenance of their level during the
time period in question; increase of prices to the certain level by all market participants; lack of economic
substantiation for the price rise. The commission issued the instruction to transfer into the income of the
federal budget the profit resulting from violation of antimonopoly legislation. Three economic entities
appealed the said decision to the arbitration tribunal, and in two of these cases the decision of the territorial
office was sustained. With regard to the third entity the tribunal satisfied the claim qualifying its activity as
wholesale marketing of fuel and lubricants while the question of consideration was retail trade. Five
economic agents complied with the instruction and transferred the profit obtained by violation of
antimonopoly legislation to the federal budget income.

24. Novosibirsk regional office of MAP Russia received a complaint from a commercial organisation
concerning the anti-competitive agreement inside Novosibirsk association of realty companies (hereinafter
Association). The co-ordination (harmonisation) of commercial activity proceeded in two directions: co-
ordination of price policy and co-ordination of advertising activity. Having considered materials of the case
the commission of Novosibirsk regional office of MAP Russia decided to issue the instruction to relinquish
the violation of Article 6 of the Law "On competition…". The essence of the violation consisted in co-
ordination of commercial activity resulting in restriction of competition; carrying out of the agreed price
policy; prohibition to publish the information about costs of services and offered discounts.

25. The Association appealed to the arbitrage court claiming for the waiving of the decision and
instruction of the commission. The lower court annulled the decision of the commission of Novosibirsk
regional office, having considered that the presented evidence was insufficient to confirm the restriction of
competition and collusion between the members of Association concerning establishment of a certain price
level. The arbitrage court of appeals annulled however the decision of the lower court, recognising as
justified the arguments of Novosibirsk regional office of MAP Russia that the Association co-ordinated the
commercial activity of its members by two means - price fixing and advertising activity. The arbitrage
court of the first instance indicated that Novosibirsk regional office of MAP Russia did not prove that such
co-ordination has entailed restriction of competition. However such reason was not taken into
consideration by the court of appeal because Article 6 of the Law "On competition…" prohibits
associations to co-ordinate their commercial activity which can result in restriction of competition. The
described case shows the difficulties in proving the existence of the price fixing agreements. Due to the
fact that it was practically impossible to obtain direct evidence of the existence of a restrictive agreement,
in this case one had to rely on indirect evidence.
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2. State control over reorganisation of commercial organisations and their associations,
observance of the antimonopoly legislation at purchase of shares in the original capital of
commercial organisations

26. In 1999 the volume of operations concerning the control of economic concentration (Articles 17,
18 of the Law "On competition…") increased considerably.

27. During the period of 1999 the antimonopoly authorities considered 10250 applications and
notifications on the basis of Article 17 (control over establishment, merger, reorganisation and liquidation
of economic entities) and Article 18 (State control over acquisition of stocks, shares) of the Law “On
competition…”. Concerning Article 17 the number of considered applications and notifications constituted
118 per cent of a level of 1998. Compared with 1998, the number of considered applications and
notifications concerning acquisitions of stocks (shares) and other cases (article 18) increased in 1999 by
66 per cent. Total amount of these operations has grown both in the central office of MAP Russia and its
regional offices. Despite of the financial crisis the participation of foreign investors in acquisition of stocks
(shares) in the original capital of Russian enterprises has increased. The number of applications and
notifications with the participation of foreign investors has increased more than by one third. The practice
of settling the applications under Article 18 of the Law "On competition…" subject to behavioural
requirements has been continued. The number of negative clearances of stock purchases notifications
increased because of the possible establishment or strengthening of a dominant position as a result of a
transaction. Based on the results of reviews, in 173 cases the deal was banned. The number of
administrative proceedings instituted against cases of violation of the notification regime, envisaged by
Articles 17 and 18 (non-submission of application or violation of deadlines) has almost doubled. It is
important to stress the positive consequences of a broad application of administrative responsibility
measures to such violations. When for 1998 the increase of the number of applications and notifications
considered by the antimonopoly authorities amounted to about 28 per cent, for 1999 - the increase was
more than 45 per cent.

28. MAP Russia received the notification from OAO Insurance Company “Lukoil” and OOO
“Lukoil-Rezerv-Invest” of the foundation of OOO “LK-Garant”. According to paragraph 4 of Article 17 of
the Law “On competition…” the founders have to notify MAP Russia about the foundation of a new
economic entity in 15-days term. It was determined that OOO “LK-Garant” was registered on 06.05.1998
but the notification was presented 8 months later. That means that OAO Insurance Company “Lukoil” and
OOO “Lukoil-Rezerv-Invest” violated the notification procedure stipulated in paragraph 4 of Article 17 of
the Law “On competition…”. The Commission on antimonopoly legislation violation cases of MAP
Russia imposed penalty on OAO Insurance Company “Lukoil” and OOO “Lukoil-Rezerv-Invest”. On
28.04.99 OOO “Ilbau Gmbh” notified MAP Russia about purchasing of 100 per cent of shares in the
charter capital of OOO “Grand-Lux”. According to paragraph 1 of the Article 18 of the Law “On
competition…” acquisition of stocks (shares) resulting in the right to dispose more than 20 per cent of
shares can be completed subject to ex ante notification to the federal antimonopoly authority. However
OOO “Ilbau Gmbh” concluded the transaction failing to notify MAP Russia and therefore violating the
provisions of Article 18 of the Law “On competition…”. The Commission on antimonopoly legislation
violation cases of MAP Russia imposed penalty on OOO “Ilbau Gmbh”.

29. The antimonopoly practice proves the increase of the scale of structural transformations and
redistribution of the property rights in the majority of regions of the Russian Federation. Of special
significance in the process of economic concentration are privatisation transactions including those made
as a result of investment tenders and, also, transactions resulting from bankruptcy proceedings. At the
present stage they are accompanied by processes of the property redistribution that demand special
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attention aimed at prevention of market monopolisation. The amendments to Article 18 of the Law “On
competition…” adopted in 1999 are expected to be of great significance in the process of this kind of
control. Moreover, in 1999 by the way of the order of MAP Russia of 13.08.99 •  276 a new Regulation
on submission to antimonopoly authorities of applications and notifications according to the Articles 17
and 18 of the Law "On competition…" was adopted.

30. In 1999 MAP Russia considered the case of purchase by the Company "Novolipetsk
metalurgitchesky combinat" (further - "Metalurgitchesky combinat") of the controlling interest of the
Company "Studenovskaya aktsionernaya gornodobivauchaya companiya" (further - "Stagdok").
"Metalurgitchesky combinat" produces and delivers to the Russian market pig-iron and also various kinds
of metal sheets. ""Metalurgitchesky combinat" holds a dominant position on the RF market. The major
activity of "Stagdok" is extraction of limestone. More than 90 per cent of limestone is delivered to
"Metalurgitchesky combinat". Thus, "Metalurgitchesky combinat" is the main purchaser of the production
of "Stagdok". In February, 1999 in order to improve the economic parameters and financial situation of
"Stagdok", the top managers of "Metalurgitchesky combinat" and "Stagdok" decided on interaction. At
present this interaction made it possible to liquidate the debt on wages and increase the production volume.
"Metalurgitchesky combinat" presented to MAP Russia the expected economic benefits deriving from the
purchase transaction of the controlling stake of "Stagdok". At the same time, "Stagdok" is the only supplier
of limestone to sugar production plants of Lipetsk and Voronezh regions. To prevent the restriction of
competition MAP Russia suggested to "Metalurgitchesky combinat" to unilaterally assume the obligations
to secure competition and protection of the interests of entities operating on regional market of
technological lime-stone. "Metalurgitchesky combinat" agreed with MAP Russia’s conditions and, subject
to the above requirements, the Metallurgitchesky combinat’s request was satisfied.

31. The “Rosset Limited” company applied to Moscow and Moscow Region regional office of MAP
Russia for positive clearance of the purchase 75 per cent of voting stock in the original capital of OAO
“Giprosnab”. The clearance was granted subject to the requirement to maintenance of the principal activity
of the issuer consisting in accomplishment of projects for organisations of Moscow and Moscow Region
providing there is a demand or orders from consumers and possible non-deficit production.

3. State control over acts and activities of executive bodies restricting competition

32. In 1999 the work continued on prevention of illegal acts and activities of executive bodies
restricting competition. Norms regulating such control are stipulated in Articles 7 and 8 of the Law “On
competition…”. Among the cases instituted against anti-competitive acts and conduct of executive
authorities and competition restricting agreements between these authorities, the increase in the share of
cases concerning suppression of groundless hampering of activities of economic entities, combination of
authority competence and economic activities, creation of administrative market entry barriers can be
observed.

33. In 1999 the antimonopoly authorities considered more than 1700 of competition restricting acts
and activities of state executive bodies at different levels. 646 cases were instituted as a result. The head of
Irkutsk administration adopted the decree “On export regulation of commodity resources”, which restricted
the economic entities’ rights to acquire goods by introducing obligatory expert valuation of some
exportable product categories. The Irkutsk department of MAP of Russia established the fact of violation
by Irkutsk administration of paragraph 1 of Article 7 of the Law “On competition…” and issued the order
to relinquish the violation of antimonopoly legislation and to introduce relevant amendments to the decree.
The order was executed. The N. Novgorod administration adopted the acts “On regulation of product
import and export” and “On state veterinary control improvement in the territory of N.Novgorod”. The acts
established the administrative barriers to free movement of products on the territory of the region. The
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N.Novgorod department of MAP Russia issued an order to terminate violation of paragraph 1 article 7. The
order was executed. To prevent the regional separatism, the regional antimonopoly authorities introduced
the practice of preliminary consultation of normative acts drafted at the local level. In the 1999 the regional
antimonopoly bodies considered 2234 draft acts of executive bodies including 45 per cent of negative
conclusions.

34. Anticompetitive agreements with the participation of federal and local executive bodies are
usually accomplished as official documents which makes it easy to determine their disparity with
antimonopoly legislation (Article 8 of the Law “On competition…”). In 1999 - 82 petitions were
considered, of which in 27 cases violations were eliminated by mutual agreement, and 33 cases were
instituted. In order to disclose this kind of agreements, regional antimonopoly authorities carried out 38
controls. The experience of the implementation of Articles 7,8 of the Law “On competition…” has shown
that the co-ordination with judiciary and prosecution authorities is insufficient. This is one of the reasons
why about 60 per cent of the disputes to recognise acts of executive bodies as illegal are judged in favour
of the antimonopoly authorities.

4. State control over unfair competition

35. Prevention and suppression of unfair competition according to Article 10 of the Law “On
competition…” acts in favour of the development of civilised product markets. The biggest number of
complaints in 1999 concerned illegal use of trade marks, dissemination of false information and misleading
the consumers. The increase in the number of the complaints considered by MAP Russia concerning illegal
use of intellectual property should be stressed in particular (183 per cent compared with 1998). One of the
complaints submitted by the joint-stock company “Moscow tea fabric” and limited liability Company
“Nikitin” concerned unfair competition practices consisting in the illegal use of the trade mark by company
“Teastan”. The Commission of MAP Russia recognised the action of “Teastan” as violating Article 10 of
the law “On competition…” and issued the order to cease violation of antimonopoly legislation. The order
was executed. The problem of audio, video and publishing piracy, illegal use of trade, scientific and
technical information has not yet been solved in Russia. Unfair competition practices consisting in
obtaining, using and divulging of trade, scientific and technical information including commercial
classified information without the owner's consent, as well as other forms including these prohibited by
Parisian convention on industrial property protection have been less widespread. At the same time the
number of cases concerning the protection of entrepreneurs' reputation has been constantly growing.

5. Statistics

36. In general, all violations of the Law “On competition…” and measures directed on its
suppression in the 1999 can be characterised by the followings data:

The articles of the Law “On
competition…”

Considered cases Initiated legal
procedures

Decisions taken

Total- 8398 5466 4194
Including:
Article 5 (abuse of dominant
position)

2097 538 302

Article 6 (agreements
restricting competition)

69 41 26

Articles 7,8 (acts and activities
of executive bodies restricting
competition)

1719 646 444
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The articles of the Law “On
competition…”

Considered cases Initiated legal
procedures

Decisions taken

Article 10 (unfair competition) 332 158 99
Article 17 (control over
establishment,  merger,
reorganisation, liquidation of
economic entities)

1699 1683 1477

Article 18 (control over
acquisition of shares, stocks)

1862 1807 1551

III. The role of antimonopoly body in elaboration and implementation of regulatory reform,
trade, industrial and other policies

1. Natural monopoly regulation

37. MAP Russia exercises the competence over the state regulation of natural monopolies in
transportation and communication. The inventories of economic entities operating in natural monopoly
sectors regulated by the state have been developed. The inventory of natural monopoly entities in
transportation includes 215 entities operating in the railroad sector as well as service providers at airports
and seaports. The inventory of natural monopoly entities in communication includes 200 entities operating
in TV and radio nation-wide broadcasting. The Regulation on natural monopoly entities inventory in
transportation was approved by MAP Russia order 09.07.99 No. 215; the natural monopoly entities
inventory in communication – by order 18.01.2000 No. 21. For the decision making purposes in the field
of regulation the Board was established in MAP Russia, the functions and competencies of which are
determined by Article 9 of the Federal Law “On natural monopolies”. The Board members are appointed
and dismissed by the Government of the Russian Federation. The principal competence of the Board is to
determine the prices (tariffs) in natural monopoly sectors of transportation and communication.

38. In order to promote the effective fulfilment of anti-inflation policy the Government of the
Russian Federation adopted the following legal acts: of 03/03/99 No. 253 “On measures excluding
unfounded tariff increase on natural monopoly entities products (services) in 1999”; of 13.10.99 No. 1158
“On securing the observation of economically based principles of price (tariff) forming by natural
monopoly entities” (elaborated in co-operation with the Ministry of Economy of the RF). The Regulation
on consideration of violations of the federal law “On natural monopolies” by federal executive authorities
responsible for natural monopolies regulation was elaborated and adopted by the RF Government decree of
24.03.2000 No. 257.

39. In course of accomplishment of the state tariff policy in the field of railway transportation, the
increase in efficiency of the Russian transport system functioning, aiming at securing competitiveness of
Russian producers and supporting the strategic goods carriers, the governmental commission was created
on improving the state tariff policy on federal railway transportation and transportation policy. The
procedure of decision making on the discount tariffs formation for transportation of goods was clarified
aiming at preventing distortion of competition. In 1999 the overall tariffs level of cargo railway
transportation increased by 10 per cent. At the same time the prices of the industrial products increased
during January-November 1999 compared with December 1998 by 63.7 per cent. As the result of the state
policy of holding back the railway tariffs increase and decreasing the railways operational costs in 1999 the
turnover of goods grew by more than 15 per cent compared with 1998.
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40. The monitoring of tariffs with respect to the types of goods and the distance of carriage is the
necessary prerequisite and the source of information for the decision making process in the conditions of
state regulation of tariffs for the railway transportation of goods. According to the above, and also being
guided by the recommendations of IBRD and IMF, MAP Russia presented to the Government of the
Russian Federation in November, 1999 the report providing the analysis of the tariffs applied for national
and foreign rail transportation. The analysis showed that the existence of two systems of tariffs for
transportation of goods on the territory of the Russian Federation differing by their structure and tariff
levels leads to violation of the principle of "equal profitability” of operations of the federal railway
transport, discrimination of some consignees, different interests in kids of carriage due to sharp difference
in the level of profitability. At the same time the scale of cross subsidisation of certain types of carriage at
the expense of other simultaneously increases. The disproportion in budget incomes in different regions
boosts. As a result, the analysis and development of balanced decisions on tariff regulation becomes
difficult. In order to improve this situation it is necessary to wave the existing disproportion: first of by
harmonisation of the tariff systems, secondly by introduction of the uniform tariff system, using positive
aspects of both tariff systems. The possibility of undertaking tariff regulation decisions without
involvement of MAP Russia should also be excluded.

41. Aiming at overcoming the branch crisis in the field of communication the monitoring of financial
and economic situation of both the operators and the branch as a whole has been conducted. As a result of
this activity 89 new price-lists (for each regional operator) - "The tariffs for communication services falling
within the competence of the state regulation of MAP Russia" were elaborated. Individual approach for
calculation of tariffs on each type of service was applied. In this respect the Order of consideration and
approval of the communication tariffs regulated by MAP Russia was elaborated. In 1999, in 4 integrated
regions of Russia the harmonisation of tariffs was conducted establishing similar tariff levels. From
01.06.1999 the new tariffs for regulated communication services, including loss-making public services
were implemented. In 1999 the tariff policy conducted by MAP Russia allowed the communication
operators not only to save the range of the services rendered, but also to increase it. The number of
consumers in local telecommunication markets grew by 4 per cent, the number of interurban telephone
calls increased by 23 per cent.

42. The differentiated regional tariffs for nation-wide TV and radio broadcasting were introduced
ensuring the reimbursement of expenditures of communication companies (the order of MAP Russia of
13.01.2000 N 14).

43. One of the main directions of activity consists in regulation of mutual settlements of the
communication operators. In this respect the methodology of price ceilings in settlements calculation
between regional operators and OAO "Rostelecom" for interurban traffic has been improved. The
amendment to the methodology of settlements calculation of 01.01.99 providing for separate calculation
for every regional operator, made it possible, beginning from 01.06.99 to reduce tariffs for interurban
telephone calls and to reduce the liabilities of communication operators to OAO "Rostelecom".
Consideration was also given to the disputes concerning mutual settlements between operators. In order to
provide for the efficient consideration of the disputes and decision making, the interdepartmental
commissions for tariff policy in communications and for enhancement of principles of mutual settlements
between communications sector entities were established with MAP Russia. The basic provisions for
mutual settlements between fixed telephony network operators and federal mobile telephony networks as
well as the principles for setting tariffs for fixed and mobile telephony networks interconnections were
elaborated.

44. Measures with respect to tariffs for regulated services in communication undertaken in the
middle of 1999 as well as the growth of volume of services rendered provided for the positive economic
results in this sphere, namely: positive tendencies were noted in reducing cross subsiding in setting
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communication tariffs, growth in the share of communication sector in GDP and in the share of
contribution to the consolidated budget, comparable with the growth of this sector share in GDP. Here the
gross revenues of the branch increased not due to the growth of tariffs but as the result of the growth of the
volume of services rendered.

45. In 1999 tariffs were approved (and partially reviewed) for loading-unloading in 12 seaports and 2
terminals providing reloading freight to sea transport. In 1999, in the majority of seaports of Russia, the
growth (30 per cent on the average) of freight turnover was marked as contrasted to 1998. Growth of bulks
of cargo processing and competitive tariffs approved by MAP Russia have led to significant growth of the
ports’ incomes and correspondingly to the growth of tax revenue to the budgets of all the levels. Except for
the decisions on revision of the tariffs on loading-unloading in ports and terminals the Board of MAP
Russia took decisions on rates of payments in seaports taken by marine administrations of the ports. The
decisions were aiming at increasing the attractiveness of the Russian ports for ship-owners and to provide
safe navigation in the ports. In 1999 the Board of MAP Russia revised the rates of airports’ taxes and
tariffs for ground-handling services for Russian aircraft exploiters at 48 airports of the Russian Federation
and at 53 airports for foreign aircraft exploiters.

46. The work on restructuring the entities operating in natural monopoly sector of the federal railway
transport is carried out in compliance with the Decree of the President of the Russian Federation of
08.11.97 No. 1201 and the Decision of the Government of the Russian Federation of 14.07.98 No. • •  -
• 10 - 20407 "Acting Plan for Accomplishment of the Concept of Structural Reform of the Federal
Railway Transport ". The above documents determine specific conditions for removing the supplementary
services enterprises not involved in the failure-restoration activity from the railway structure. The list of
the above enterprises approved by the Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation of 21.03.98,
No. 338 (the version of the Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation of 20.05.99 No. 550),
includes 63 state enterprises. In the process of privatisation of enterprises MAP Russia exercised the
control of observance of the antimonopoly legislation, as well as the control of reforming processes aiming
at preventing the strengthening (establishing) of dominant position or restriction of competition. In course
of the reform process, requirements envisaged by “Regulation on the Procedure of Application and
Notification to Antimonopoly Authorities in compliance with the requirements set by Articles 17b and 18
of the Law “On Competition…” should be met. In case, the above requirements are not met, as in the case
of the restructuring of the Moscow Electro-Mechanical Repair Plant (by merging it with the Moscow
Engine-Repairing Plant), MAP Russia does not approve the transaction.

47. The restructuring of the RAO “United Power engineering System of Russia” (UPES) and its
subsidiary companies, development of competition in electric energy sector, changes in the approach to
state regulation of the branch were carried out according to the Decree of the President of the Russian
Federation of 28.04.97 # 426 “ On the Basic Provisions of the Structural Reform in the Field of Natural
Monopolies”, as well as according to the relevant decrees of the Government of the Russian Federation.
MAP Russia took part in the development of the RAO UPES restructuring concept providing for the
separation of the natural monopoly components (transmission) from the potentially competitive activity
(generation and supply), creation of clear and understandable rules for the electric energy markets
operation and services, based on the market mechanisms of price formation in the competitive segments of
the market; improving procedure and methods of tariff regulation on electric and heat energy in the natural
monopoly market segments; providing for the TPA rule, as well as removing entrance barriers to the
electric energy and services market; removal of technological barriers and development of organisational
and legal conditions for equal involvement of Russian enterprises into the foreign electric energy markets.
The work on the Concept has been continued in 2000. On the basis of the Concept the Program for
Restructuring RAO UPES will be elaborated which is supposed to attain the status of a state Program.
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2. Competition aspects of foreign economic activity

48. In 1999 MAP Russia continued its participation in the work of the Governmental Commission of
the Russian Federation on protective measures in foreign trade and in customs-tariff policy in order to
secure the accomplishment of the antimonopoly policy rules, when introducing measures on tariff and non-
tariff regulation, as well as aiming at securing the control over support of normal competitive environment
on product markets. According to the legislation, the introduction of regulatory measures is possible only
with the consent of MAP Russia. Applications from Russian producers on introduction of protective
measures against massive import of starched treacle, poultry meat and protection of domestic machine-
building and electric-technical producers were considered in 1999. 72 applications from Russian producers
on correction of taxes for different industrial, agricultural and medical goods were examined by MAP
Russia. When reviewing the questions, the position of applicants on the domestic market, possibilities of
the Russian producers to adopt to new conditions of competition, increase of their competitiveness were
taken into account. MAP Russia supported 33 out of 51 applications on import taxes, in particular on
import taxes reduction for: rolling-mill equipment “2000”, on assembly parts for furniture production, on
concentrates for juice production, on fat for industrial use, on sunflower seeds, on wool and some other
goods; on increasing import taxes on geological equipment; on prolonging the expiry period for increased
import taxes for: acetate tourniquet, fluorspar. MAP of Russia upheld 11 applications concerning the
correction of import tax rates, including taxes cancellation on items of folk craft, on precious metals, thick
sheet and tube half-finished products, etc., taxes reduction for saw-timber. “Methodical recommendation
on evaluation of consequences of the proposed protective measures introduction”, developed by MAP
Russia, was sent to the Governmental Commission of the Russian Federation on protective measures in
foreign trade and customs-tariff policy.

49. In 1999 MAP Russia continued the works in the framework of the Commission on WTO, took
part in the works aiming at ceasing discrimination of the Russian suppliers on foreign markets, including
antidumping procedures. The work has been commenced on the review of applications of the Russian
entities claiming the right to realise foreign trade activity in the field of military production.

50. International co-operation of MAP Russia in the field of antimonopoly and entrepreneurial policy
was significantly expanded in course of 1999. Active contacts with antimonopoly authorities of the CIS
member countries and other countries were carried out. The agreement on co-ordinated antimonopoly
policy was adopted in new wording, also the CIS countries adopted the agreement in the field of consumer
rights protection for the first time. The Interstate Committee for Antimonopoly Policy was entrusted the
competence of the fulfilment of the two international agreements. On October 8, 1999, at the session of
Heads of the CIS Governments, Interstate Program for Small Enterprises Support in CIS countries in the
years 2000-2001 was approved.

51. Considerable amount of work has been carried out with the OECD and UNCTAD experts. MAP
Russia representatives participated regularly in the meetings of the Committee on Competition Law and
Policy and its Working Parties and also in OECD competition policy seminars. New directions of co-
operation between MAP Russia and OECD were developed and discussed in detail at the meetings of
OECD experts in MAP Russia. Taking advantage of these meetings MAP Russia elaborated and submitted
to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation (MFA) its proposals regarding the Program on
co-operation of the Russian Federation with OECD in 2000. The delegation of MAP Russia took part in
the meeting of the Working Group on Interactions between Trade and Competition (Geneva, June 1999).
Representatives of MAP Russia participated in the most important events in the framework of APEC
in 1999. The works were continued in the Russian Governmental Commission on co-operation with EU,
also several tasks were completed in the framework of the Perspective plan of actions for the execution of
the Agreement of partnership and co-operation between Russia and EU. MAP Russia took part in
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preparation of “ Medium Term Strategy of relationship development between the Russian Federation and
EU”. Significant projects were completed in the framework of TACIS Programs.

3. Development of small enterprise

52. Support to entrepreneurship is one of the basic directions of the state policy. As at October 10,
1999 the number of small enterprises amounted to 890000. Every fifth Russian citizen, considering
temporal employment and family members, deals with small business.

53. The second Russian Congress of small enterprises representatives was held in October 1999
on the initiative of public organisations of entrepreneurs, the Russian Chamber of Commerce and Industry
and MAP Russia with the support of the Russian Government. The Congress attracted attention of
authorities to problems of small business, developed proposals on the enhancement of the enterprise
climate and consolidated entrepreneurs. Issues concerning business-authorities interaction, the assurance of
legal, financial, investment and information securing of small enterprise, issues of labour-social relations at
small enterprises, staff training, business security, international programs of small enterprise support were
discussed at the Congress. The project of a Decree of the Russian Government “On Establishing the
Interdepartmental Commission for Overcoming Administrative Barriers in Entrepreneurial Activity in the
Russian Federation” and the project of the Commission Status were elaborated aiming at accomplishment
of the Congress decisions.

54. Possibilities of financial state support (state aids) for small enterprises were limited, there has
been no financial support for the Federal program of state support to small enterprises from the federal
budget for the last three years. That is why the activities of MAP Russia have focused on the elaboration of
non-budget and low –cost small enterprise support schemes, in particular through the credit guarantees
systems and property support by means of redistribution of ownership. The set of documents providing for
the simplified procedure for small enterprise participation in the high-effectiveness projects tendering
process financed from the Development budget resources, was developed.

55. One of the main directions of small business support is its involvement in the public procurement
contracts. In this respect the proposals for securing the access to public procurement tenders for small
enterprise were submitted by MAP Russia. The tax system simplification and reduction of tax obligations
seems to be the most important factor of business development acceleration and regulation of interactions
between small business and budgets of all levels. Consequently MAP Russia proposals of introduction of
the amendments to the Tax Code concerned the reduction of tax obligation for small enterprises and
introduction of the unified tax for certain kinds of activities. Proposals to the Government of the Russian
Federation on introduction of amendments to The Regulation on costs of production and realisation of
production (works, services) and on the financial results formation procedure for taxation purposes are also
prepared.

56. In 1999 the interaction between regional executive authorities (in 87 administrative units of the
Russian Federation), fulfilling the small business support tasks, became more active. The Public
Committee of entrepreneurs to the government of the Russian Federation is being formed. MAP Russia
together with other federal executive authorities participates in implementation of the Decree of the
Government of the Russian Federation of 22.06.99 # 659 “On measures for support of employment”.
Measures for jobs' creation at small enterprises in different economy sectors and for training activities for
youth, women, ex-military staff and craftsmen are developed. MAP Russia co-ordinates the activities of
interregional studying-consulting centers on assistance to small enterprises' development.
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IV. Resources of the competition authorities

1. Annual budget

57. In 1998 (by 01.01.98) the year budget of the competition authority (MAP Russia) was Roubles
39317,0 thousand ($ US 6,6 million). In 1999 – Roubles 96064 thousand ($ US 4,7 million).

2. Human resources

58. 1834 persons (417 people-central office of the Ministry, 1417 persons – Regional Offices),
among them: economists- 572, lawyers-343.

59. In 1999 there were 868 officers dealing with the issues of antimonopoly legislation control, 128 –
with advertising legislation, 328 – with the legislation on consumer rights protection. The numbers include
the employees in the central Office and Regional Offices of MAP Russia.
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